
FTR Gold Patch 7.1.311 - Release Notes

Version(s): 7.1.311

Release Date: 26 Sep 2023  

Target audience: Customers on FTR Gold version 7.0 and 7.1

Components
affected:

FTR Reporter
FTR Monitor
FTR Manager
FTR Player
FTR Reporter Server

OS supported: Windows 10 32 and 64-bit
Windows 11

Patch https://ftr-products.s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/FTR+Gold+7/Patch/FTR+Gold+Patch+7.1.311.zip

Summary

This release includes a patch with all the bug fixes and improvements for version 7.0 and 7.1. The patch can be applied to any product of Gold version 7.0 and above.

7.1.311:

Reporter - Addresses the issue where the cloud upload agent is unable to convert video .trm files that are missing keyframes during a file switch.
Reporter - Users can now enable manual recording offset time by using a registry key.
Reporter -  Added API support to LOSD feature .
Reporter - Addresses the issue where Player service stops playback occasionally when playing at end.

7.1.310:

Reporter - Addresses the issue where Cleaner cannot clean up TLL files in timely manner.

7.1.309: 

Reporter - Displays SEALED state during recording on FTR external clock.
Reporter - Stops video samples written into TRM files when audio signal is lost.
Player Service - Supports volume configuration in registry.
Manager - Supports recording time overlap auto correction during ingestion.
Reporter and Manager - Supports recording manual offset feature.

7.1.308:

Reporter, Monitor and Log Notes - Adds timeout when searching log sheets.
Player - Refines the error message when playing inaccessible files on Warehouse Server.
Player - Fixes the issue that inaccessible sealed files on Warehouse Server are shown as public.
Manager - Fixes a manual stop setting issue when creating/editing scheduled recording.
Replicator - Fixes a Warehouse replication error when the new created recording file size is too small.
Player and Manager - Fixes the issue that some session files(.trs) are not playable.

7.1.307:

Player Service - Implements the option for the Player Service to play at end automatically.
Player - Fixes the issue that foot control crashes Player on Windows 11 22H2.
Player - Supports live listening in polling mode.
Manager - Fixes the issue that preview only works once.
Reporter - Supports CPU usage warning message enable/disable in registry..
Reporter, Monitor and Log Notes - Fixes the issue that "Not playing at end" warning still shows when it's disabled in registry key.

7.1.306:

Manager - Shows ingestion progress percentage accurately.
Manager - Adds department support for ingestion and restoration.
Reporter and Monitor- Includes departments.xml and PrimaryBackupAssociations.txt in system info zip file.

7.1.305:

Manager - Supports wav files to be ingested.
Manager - Supports customized start time to be input manually in ingestion.
Manager - Fixes the issue that ingested files play slowly.
Monitor - Fixes the issue that location name is truncated in the monitor side menu.

Earlier changes:

Reporter - Addresses an issue with replication when department support is enabled.
Monitor - Addresses an issue with the help menu in FTR Monitor.
Player - Addresses an issue impacting loading of content to FTR Player.
Manager - Updates the audio codec when ingesting mp3 files to match TRM's audio codec.
Monitor - Improves the content loading time during play back of live recordings or live listen files over WAN.

https://ftr-products.s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/FTR+Gold+7/Patch/FTR+Gold+Patch+7.1.311.zip


Monitor - Addresses an issue where the credentials put into the UI when starting in-court playback gets ignored.
Player - Addresses an issue causing multiple instances of Player to be instantiated resulting in Player not functioning properly.
Monitor - Addresses the DCOM requirements of Windows security update CVE-2021-26414.
Manager - Addresses an issue where save a copy fails when the source content is present on a network share with poor network connectivity.
Manager - Addresses an issue where the reformat fails when the source content is present on a network share with poor network connectivity.
Player - Addresses an issue in in the playback of contents present on a network share with poor connectivity.
Player - Addresses an issue where Save a Copy fails when the source content is present on a network share with poor network connectivity.
Player - Enables FTR Player to remember last video window position, size, and mode.
Reporter, Reporter Server and Monitor - Addresses an issue where the windows event log does not accurately indicate who stopped the recording during
remote monitoring. It is important to run the patch on both Monitor and reporter/reporter server.
Reporter Server - Enables compatibility between Reporter Server 7.0 and Monitor 7.1.


